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Who are Air Bearings Ltd?
ABL is an innovative manufacturer of air bearings solutions that
are used to solve real world engineering problems. Founded
in 1993, ABL has grown steadily and now employs over 100
people in a 4600m2 purpose built manufacturing facility on the
South coast of England.
ABL is responsible
for every aspect
of air bearing
analysis, design
and manufacture.
Extensive use
of software
analysis tools and
CNC machining
centres ensures
that customers
requirements
are met at every
stage of the manufacturing cycle.
In 2006 Hitachi Via Mechanics took up the majority
share of the company and ABL now operates as a
Hitachi Group Company.

What subjects are covered during my
Apprenticeship?
You will study industry specific skills in machining etc. but
your qualifications will also cover subjects such as Health and
Safety, Communication and Application of Number and also
Employment Rights and Responsibilities.

What do our Apprenticeships involve?
A typical apprenticeship lasts for three years. Depending on
your chosen route, the first year of your training scheme will
take one of two paths. You will either be based ‘off the job’ at
our training provider’s facilities where you will be studying for a
Level 2 in Mechanical Engineering, or you will go straight into a
day release scheme learning whilst you work. This will lead to
your first qualification which will give you the background and
preparation needed for working in the industry.
The next two years will be dedicated to learning your chosen
field following your pre-determined route. This will involve
the completion of your Advanced Apprenticeship which will
take place on a day release programme from your college,
working within our high tech facility alongside fully qualified and
experienced engineers.

Do I get paid?
Yes, we provide a
competitive salary and
benefits package from day
one.
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I’m really interested,
what’s the application process?
You can download a copy of our application form from our
website. Return the completed form to the address provided
online. If we feel that your application is appropriate, you will
be invited to attend an interview at ABL which will involve a face
to face interview, a test and some time in our manufacturing
facility.

Air Bearings Ltd
1 Witney Road
Poole
Dorset
BH17 0GH
United Kingdom
+44 (0)1202 680 805
sales@airbearings.co.uk

www.airbearings.co.uk
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